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Nassa-rius obsoletiis (Say), the American mud snail, is an active and abundant

prosobranch on the east coast of the United States of America. It is commonest
on muddy shores where streams render the water brackish.

C. E. Jenner, in a series of short abstracts (1956, 1957, 1958 and 1959) has

described the way in which up to several thousand of these animals may move in

contact with each other over the mud flats at Barnstable, Cape Cod. Such schooling
was also mentioned in Dimon's monograph (1905), although she seems to have

seen it only rarely at Cold Spring Harbor. Schooling is most apparent when the

snails are submerged. With exposure to the air at low tide many of the members
of a school bury whilst others continue schooling. Physical contact plays an

important role in promoting uniform orientation within a school, and Jenner (1957,

1958) suggests that vision and chemical factors may also be involved. He asserts

the importance of water currents in determining the direction of movement of a

school, which is in general with or against the stream, although schools were

observed sometimes to move across the current and where there was no current.

Jenner (1956, 1957, 1958, 1959) also described a change in the distribution of

the populations of Nassarius from wide dispersal over the mud banks in the harbor

to aggregation into dense clumps two to three individuals deep. The change was

observed in four consecutive years, from 1956 to 1959, and took place in late July
or early August, towards the end of the period of reproductive activity. An autumn

migration of populations of Nassarius from the littoral to the sub-littoral has been

described by C. H. Batcheldor (1915) and by C. J. Sinderrnan (1960). During
the migration snails move in schools, and accumulate in dense aggregations, often

covered by sediment below the level of low tide. There they overwinter in a

quiescent state, returning to the mud flats in spring.

The present study of Nassarius was undertaken in the hope that laboratory

reactions to controlled stimuli could be correlated with the behavior of individuals

and schools in the field. Dimon's monograph on Nassarhis obsoletus included

experiments on the reactions of small numbers of individuals to light, gravity and

water currents. Her conclusions are not always in agreement with mine. Copeland
in 1918 described the positive rheotaxis of Nassarius when stimulated by Funduhts

juices. His study was confined to olfactory stimuli.
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OBSERVATIONS

Movements of Nassarius obsoletus in Barnstable Harbor

The snails were observed on five occasions on the extensive mud-sand flats of

Barnstable which are exposed only at low tide. Spartina alterniflora grows on the

higher banks and is also covered at high tide.

FIGURE 1. Sketch Map of Nassarius Area

A. Source of diatomaceous mud.
B. Source of purple bacteria mud.

C. Shallow stream.

D. Small bank.

E. Main stream.

F. Main bank.

Heavy stipple indicates land.

Horizontal hatching indicates marsh.

Dotted stipple indicates sandy mud banks exposed at low tide.
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On 14th July, 1967, during a falling spring tide there were large numbers of

Nassarius of 1^2 cm. shell height on the small sand hank shown in the sketch map
(Fig. !). Schools of variable size, often consisting of several thousand individuals

moving together and forming a continuous monolayer of snails, were to he seen

on the damp surface of the sand bank and just below water level. There were
also many individuals wandering freely, not attached to schools. Schools moved
in all compass directions, usually downhill in the direction of drainage. Congre-

gations of schools were to be found in pools on the sandbank and at the margins
of the bank. When an artificial pool was dug and began to fill with water, many
mud snails entered it from the surrounding area in the same way that they entered

natural pools. Drainage of a natural pool by digging a channel in the mud resulted

in increased activity in the pool with a general tendency of the animals to move
downhill. Some animals found the channel and moved down it.

To test the importance of draining water for movement of Nassarius, some
40-50 individuals were placed on a dry sloping part of the bank and water was

poured over them. They moved downhill into the main stream. Another group

placed in a similar position, but not drained with water, stayed still. When the

bank became dry, schooling stopped, leaving most of the animals in damp hollows

where they partly or completely buried.

As schools reached the edge of the main channel and became submerged the

tendency was to move upstream, although exceptions were observed. A typical

count taken under 15 cm of water where there was a strong current showed 106

individuals moving upstream to 4 moving down. In the shallow stream a sample
had 60 moving up to 1 moving down. Single animals from deeper in the main

channel moved uphill at right angles to the current.

On 25th July, 1967, the same bank was observed on an incoming tide. Speci-
mens of Nassarius were to be seen in the hollows on the bank and schooling in the

surrounding channels. The underwater schools tended to move uphill towards the

waterline, and were less closely packed than those on the bank.

On 2nd August, 1967, the bank previously observed was supporting a bloom

of purple bacteria and few specimens of Nassarius were to be seen. Small numbers

were present higher up the shore, moving upstream in runnels draining from the

marsh.

On 7th August, 1967, members of the species Nassarius were still lacking

from the small bank but were abundant higher up the shore, forming a wide band

from the shallow stream towards the marsh. The animals seemed generally smaller

than the population seen before and included a size group of 45 mmshell height

not previously noticed. Large numbers of Nassarius were present at High Water

Neaps level to Mid Tide level among the lowest clumps of Spartina. The main

banks were more heavily populated than before. On the main banks the snails

were concentrated in pools or clamper areas whilst firmer clean sandy areas of

up to 20 square meters were often free of snails. No orientations were visible as

the animals had been exposed for some time so that many had buried.

On 17th August, 1967, mud snails were back in their former abundance on the

small bank and were present in vast numbers higher up the shore. In the marsh

area small individuals were massed in the upper reaches of drainage runnels in

seething aggregations several individuals deep. The aggregations may be similar

to those described by Jenner (1956, 1957, 1958, 1959), although the animals he
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TABLE I

Behavior of transplanted Nassarius

Movement of snails with respect to current
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anticlockwise direction. Snails had a greater tendency to turn right at the edge
of a dish and move clockwise than to turn left, whether in daylight or total darkness.

This tendency was noted also by Dimon, and is probably a consequence of the

asymmetry of the animal's gross morphology. Schooling requires the individual

to conform with the direction of movement of the group. It is a simple matter

to induce a number of snails to follow one another round the edge of a dish,

forming a model of schooling behavior.

When another snail was placed in the center, it moved to the edge and was

often seen to turn smoothly and follow the direction of movement of those already
in procession. Such "invaders" attempting to enter the column in the wrong
direction, an event which happened rarely, were soon nudged into conformity or,

very rarely indeed, caused all movement in the dish to stop. The results of an

experiment in which individuals were introduced singly into a dish containing 7-10

processing snails, are shown in Table II. There is a highly significant tendency
for the invader to conform to the direction of movement of those already present,

a tendency which may have a bearing on schooling behavior.

TABLE II

Effect of a convoy on snails entering

Direction of turning of introduced snail

Direction of movement
of convoy Clockwise Anticlockwise

Clockwise 25 1

Anticlockwise 1 25

Control (no convoy) 30 22

Not only did an established column of snails influence the turning of newcomers,
but the impression was gained that unanimity of direction was more often attained

by a group of snails starting simultaneously from the center of a dish than would

be expected from the behavior of isolated individuals. Sets of from 2 to 10 indi-

viduals were placed in a fingerbowl 17 cm in diameter, filled to a depth of 2-3 cm
with seawater. After six minutes the orientation of all the animals lying along

the edge of the dish was recorded as clockwise or anticlockwise. Even with the

larger numbers in a set it often happened that all were orientated in the same

sense. These sets were referrd to as "unanimous," either clockwise or anticlock-

wise. When a single individual failed to conform with the rest of the set, the

result was classified as "all but one conforming," and when more than one individual

failed to conform, as "residual." Table III gives the number of sets of animals

falling into these categories.

In order to determine whether one individual influences another, it is necessary

to compare the results given in Table III with the distribution of orientations to

be expected if each individual behaved independently. If p is the probability of

turning clockwise and q the probability of turning anticlockwise, then since these

are the only possibilities allowed for in the experiment, p + q =: 1. According to

Dimon (1905) this species has a greater tendency to turn right than to turn left;

it cannot therefore be assumed that p q -J. A large number of trials was made
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TAHLE III

Effect of number of snails in a dish on conformity

Number of sets that were:

I

No. of snails

per dish
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TABLE IV

Effect of "artificial" snails on degree of conformity

Invading snails entering a

procession of
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The possible importance of the mucous trail is demonstrated by a series of

experiments in which snails were allowed to process round a dish for 1 5-20 minutes

and were then removed before test snails were introduced singly. The first series

was conducted in full knowledge of the sense in which the dishes had been con-

ditioned
;

in the second series the snails were introduced without foreknowledge of

the direction in which the dishes had been conditioned. The two series produced
almost identical results, shown in Table VI. It seems that on glass Nassarius is

able to respond to the direction in which other mud snails have recently been

moving. The obvious interpretation is that a mucous trail has been laid down
which is polarized in some way that is recognizable to the snail. No visible

directionality could be discerned when trails were stained with Methylene blue or

Alcian blue and examined under the microscope. Nor could the effect be observed

when there \vas no obstacle corresponding to the edge of the dish against which the

snails would turn. A glass ring was temporarily used to confine a procession of

snails, and removed. Snails entering the conditioned area did not follow the

mucous trail.

TABLE VI

Effect of pre-conditioning a dish

No. of animals turning

Conditioning of dish Clockwise Anticlockwise

Clockwise

Anticlockwise

Controls (dishes not conditioned)

38 + 44* = 82

16 + 20* = 36

34

8 + 16* = 24

29 + 40* = 69

17

* Second blind series.

It proved impossible to repeat the experiment on a more natural surface of

mud since snails put in to condition the mud ploughed it up and often buried. The

significance of conditioning of surfaces by snails in the natural habitat is thus

unknown. It is however most important when performing experiments on glass

surfaces in the laboratory to obviate any possible interference by mucous trails.

Visual responses

The reaction of Nassarius obsolcta to a bright light is variable, and this may
account for reports that the animal does not respond to light. However, the animal

reacts very clearly to a shadow, although the response soon habituates.

In order to decide whether vision could play a part in schooling or navigation,

the animals' response to moving patterns (optomotor response) and to light sources

was investigated. The usual type of apparatus involving rotation of a glass dish

containing the animal or of a cylindrical pattern around the animal, was employed.
The dish was cleared of mucous trails between trials. The results of the experi-

ments are shown in Table VII. In both experiments involving a light compass
stimulus the animals tended to maintain station ;

when the light source was un-

obstructed (experiment 1) the effect was highly significant, though the animals

achieved a constant angle to the light for only short periods of time. The
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possibility that water currents induced by inertia produced the orientation was
eliminated by experiment 3 in which, without a directional light source, no light

compass response was given.

The failure of Nassarius to follow an optomotor drum with stripes each sub-

tending as large an angle as 60 at the center, renders it most unlikely that behavior

leading to schooling involves visual recognition at a distance of other snails and

their direction of movement. The light compass reaction may account for the

persistence of orientation of schools or individuals when other stimuli seem in-

constant or lacking.

TABLE VII

Visual responses

Experi-
ment
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on a slope was not consistently up- or downhill being much affected by light, as

shown in Table VIII. On the vertical glass sides of the stock tank animals newly

put in tended to climb upwards. The same reaction was noted by Dimon who also

claimed that Nassarius was negatively geotropic in air, contrary to the present

findings.

Water currents To test the behavior of Nassarius towards a water current in

the laboratory, a gentle flow was set up in a fingerbowl of diameter 17 cm filled

to a depth of 2-3 cm with seawater, by directing a jet of compressed air along
the water surface near one edge of the bowl. The bowl was screened from lateral

light by a ring of opaque card and was thoroughly cleaned between trials. Animals
were placed singly in the center of the dish, and their reactions recorded in one of

two ways. In the first series of experiments, the directions of the initial turn on

emerging from the shell, and of the final turn on reaching the edge of the dish

were noted. In the second series, using smaller dishes (diameter 10 cm) the

TABLE VIII

Effect of slopes

No. of animals moving

Up Down

In A ir

With water flow

Glass slope 12 36

Paper slope 9 143

Wooden slope 2 21

Without water flow

Damppaper 4 35

In Water

Light at upper end 28 4

Light at lower end 7 13

total turning of the animal was algebraically summed in units of 45, clockwise

turning being taken as positive, anticlockwise as negative.

The first series of experiments showed that although the initial turn is not

significantly affected by current direction (x
2

test), the final turn shows a marked

tendency of the animals to move with the current, (x
2

test P - 0.001). This was
confirmed by the second method which was used in subsequent experiments.

Influence of olfactory stimulants The addition of substances derived from in-

jured animal tissues to water circulating in bowls and to draining slopes causes

a reversal of rheotaxis from negative to positive, as described by Copeland (1918).
An exactly similar reversal of movement can be obtained when olfactory stimulants

are added to water draining down slopes. In most experiments the same individuals

were used first as controls in clean seawater and subsequently for experiments with

stimulating substances. Positive responses sufficiently clear to establish approximate
thresholds were consistently obtained only from snails starved for at least 48 hours

in the laboratory. As shown in Table IX, Carcinus extract, prepared by crushing

a fresh specimen in 10 cc of seawater and filtering the resulting fluid was effective
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at a concentration of 3 X 10~ 2 or more in seawater, and so was Libinia blood at

1 X 10"* or more. Water which had been shaken with mud from Barnstable

Harbor for some 3-4 hours also reversed the rheotaxis, but water in which 50

mud snails had stood for 3-4 hours in 150 cc had no effect in this experiment.
The crab extracts elicited proboscis responses as described by Copeland (1918) and
Carr (1967) as well as reversal of rheotaxis. Mud water reversed rheotaxis with-

out eliciting the proboscis reactions at a frequency greater than was shown by
controls. Results are given in Table IX.

Influence of physical factors Water containing a concentration of dissolved

oxygen greater than that of the water in which the snails had previously been

TABLE IX

Effect of current bearing olfactory stimuli

Snails in circulating water

Additive
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TABLE X

Effect of dissolved gases
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source and normally causes an upstream movement which would lead to the location

of the food. This response can be reversed if unfavorable physical factors are

also present. To animals that have recently been fed, however, the presence of

food odors does not represent a more favorable condition and they do not usually
move upstream.

Since the threshold at which a reversal of rheotaxis occurs varies with the

physiological state of the individual, when a population lies at the confluence of a

number of streams, those streams with a strong stimulating capacity will attract

most of the individuals in their path, while those with a weak odor will attract only
individuals with a low threshold. Thus the population will appear to choose the

stream with the strongest odor. This phenomenon can be employed to demonstrate

the relative stimulating capacity of various effluents in experiments with Y tubes

or multiple choice boxes.

Gregariousness

Because of the schooling and aggregation shown in the field it seemed desirable

to see whether there was any chemical attraction between healthy mud snails. A

TABLE XII

Gregarious effect
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TABLE XIII

Effect of mud and feces
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TABLE XV

Effluent choice cxprriiiiculs to seawater passed through -curious deposits

Experiment
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TABLE XVI!

Response of Nassarius to effluent from natural and pre-boiled mud

Effluent from
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sediments to see whether they would accumulate on some more than on others.

Some25 or more individuals were placed at the center of a tray containing a number
of samples of different deposits each rilling a Petrie dish

;
the dishes and experiments

were replicated to ensure adequate balance for positional differences. The experi-
ments were performed mostly in the dark but identical results were obtained in

some experiments in the light. The results of three groups of experiments on the

three main types of deposit, and on fractions obtained by sieving are given in

Table XVIII. Microscopical examination revealed that certain of the surface

deposits were rich in diatoms and algae and others in purple bacteria. The sub-

surface deposits, as expected, were mainly inorganic. As can be seen from the

table, the snails accumulated mainly on the diatomaceous deposits, where they were
observed feeding, and on the fine fraction of the bacteria-rich deposit, but they
avoided the subsurface deposits. Moreover as the surface flora of the deposits was
removed by the snails' activity they tended to migrate from the diatom rich sand,
where the algae were mainly at the surface, to the muds which were rich throughout
in bacteria. As Nassarius obsoletus is known to be a facultative scavenger and

deposit feeder, the conclusion appears to be that in the laboratory the snails con-

gregate on deposits with the greatest abundance of food rather than on a particular

deposit type. Wieser (1956) obtained similar results for the cumacean Cumclla

vulgaris.

DISCUSSION

Before schooling can occur, animals must assemble in a certain locality. The

laboratory studies suggest three possible olfactory stimuli which, by causing animals

to move upstream, might bring them together at the source of the stimulus.

First, the influence of the attractive factor which is continuously eluted when
seawater flows over mud would cause snails to move upstream as far as the point
at which a threshold concentration exists, or until opposed by some unfavorable

influence. Thus in the sub-threshold concentrations of the mud factor, which might
exist near the source of runnels draining off the marsh, snails would move down-

stream, whereas further down the drainage channels where a higher concentration

of mud factor built up, they would move upstream. Downstream movement in the

upper reaches of the harbor cannot be attributed to lowered salinity, since the

hydrographic study of Ayers (1959) showed that in the area where Nassarius is

found the salinity departs very little from 31% at any state of the tide.

Secondly, attraction to a localized source of olfactant, for example the effluent

from damaged animal tissues stranded on the mud banks, would also lead to an

accumulation of snails. This kind of accumulation can be seen on intertidal flats,

but the character of such aggregations is apparently different from those described

by Jenner (1956, 1957, 1958, 1959). Nor are the majority of schools observed on

the flats associated in any way with visible localized sources of olfactant.

Finally, the attraction of individuals by groups of living, undamaged mud snails

would be most effective in recruiting snails once a group had been established.

A further reaction likely to lead to congregations of snails is the observed

reversal of geotaxis on submergence. By moving down from the damp surfaces

of the banks and moving up from below the water level, animals would accumulate

at the water's edge in the manner seen in the field.
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The orientation of schools was seen to be in the direction which would be

predicted from laboratory experiments. For example, schools moved downhill and
accumulated in damp hollows on the banks. On reaching the water's edge they
moved along it, usually against the current.

In the laboratory much variation of individual behavior towards the same
stimulus was observed, whereas the members of a school were seen to move

together. In the middle of a school conformity could be purely mechanical, oppo-
sition to the direction of movement being physically impossible without disrupting
all movement of the school. At the edges, the conforming tendency demonstrated

in the laboratory may be important. Any stimulus which induces entering snails

to conform with the direction of movement of a school must be polarized in that

direction
; chemical stimuli are therefore unlikely to be involved. A visual response

to the images of other snails at a distance is ruled out by the lack of an optomotor

response, although a light-compass reaction to the passing shadows of nearby snails

might perhaps occur. The tactile stimulus of contact of the soft parts of the animal,

including foot and siphon, is probably of greatest importance in inducing conformity.

Scheltema (1961) showed that the veligers of Nassarius responded to seawater

which had stood over favorable muds by dropping to the bottom and metamorphos-
ing. The active agent was water-soluble, heat-labile, and unaffected by ordinary
filtration. The mud extracts to which adults respond also have these properties.
The effectiveness of mud extracts in reversing the rheotaxis of adults is destroyed

by filtration through activated charcoal, rendering it likely that the active agent
is chemical.

The responses to mudwaters of both larvae and adults may have the function

of habitat selection. The adult response to mudwaters was less drastically reduced

when they had recently fed than was the response to effluents from damaged animal

tissues. Moreover when placed in tissue effluents the snails frequently exhibited

proboscis reactions whilst moving upstream. When placed in mudwater the pro-
boscis was extruded with no greater frequency than in clean seawater, suggesting
that the positive rheotaxis induced by mudwater may not be primarily a food-seeking

response.

My thanks are due to Professor D. J. Crisp for suggesting the problem, to

Dr. R. S. Scheltema, to Dr. C. E. Jenner for helpful discussion in the course of

the work, and to Dr. M. R. Carriker for kindly reading the text.

SUMMARY

The reactions of specimens of Nassarius obsoletus exposed individually to

controlled laboratory stimuli are as follows :

1. Nassarius shows a light-compass reaction, but no optomotor response.

2. On damp slopes Nassarius moves downhill. Submerged Nassarius is gen-

erally geonegative but its response is altered by a nearby light source.

3. In clean seawater Nassarius moves downstream.

4. Addition of effluents from damaged animal tissues or from mud causes a

reversal of rheotaxis.
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5. A small but significant upstreaming response is elicited by water of raised

oxygen concentration.

6. The upstreaming response to olfactory stimuli can be abolished when un-

favorable stimuli (hypo- or hypersalinity) are simultaneously present.

7. Water which has passed over living, intact Nassarius is attractive to other

individuals of the species Nassarius, the attraction not being due to faeces.

8. When simultaneously presented with substrates of different kinds, mud snails

accumulate on those richest in diatoms and bacteria.

9. The behavior of an individual Nassarius is greatly affected by the behavior

of others around it. Members of a group of Nassarius in the laboratory or in the

field show a strong tendency to conform in their direction of movement, thus

producing schooling. The orientation of schools in the field was that expected
from the behavior of the majority of individuals in the laboratory.
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